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  Abstract 

Recommender Systems are software which provides suggestions to the user according 
to his or her interest. These suggestions are related to supporting users in making 
their decisions, for example what to search, what to buy, what to listen, etc. Recom-
mender systems are very important in online stores where there are a lot of items to 
buy. These recommender systems help user to find things according to their interest 
and buy them. There are a lot of techniques proposed for recommendation and used 
in commercial environments. People are thought to trust suggestions from friends 
more than those from websites that are similar to them [2]. As a result, it is helpful to 
feed a recommender system with the friends' ratings. However, social media sharing 
websites' recommender systems have several difficulties, such as ranking the infor-
mation from the user's friends as well, finding information from other sources in 
comparison to the user's immediate friends, and using metadata and context links for 
suggestion. In this research, an architecture based on profile-based crawling of social 
media sharing websites is proposed for query recommendation. 
 

Keywords: Text Mining, Indexing, Stemming, Recommendation System. 

 

 

1. Introduction  

Social media sharing services, such as Flickr, YouTube, Amazon, and others, are growing in popularity in the current day. The 

primary factor for these websites' widespread popularity is their capacity to facilitate social interaction between users and 

their friends, as well as information sharing with the global community. The context information on these websites is abun-

dant. There are two basic kinds of information on these sites. One is in the form of multimedia, rich text, and tag data that 

the uploader uploads to these websites and shares. In the uploader's profile, there are key details. We can determine the 
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type of person the uploader is based on their interests and those of their friends. 

    Scanning these websites has gained popularity. The focused crawler that is still employed by traditional search engines 

consists of three basic components: the distiller, the classifier, and the crawler. These crawlers only allow certain subject 

searches. These days, these crawlers are made more effective by using the tags and profile data found on these websites; 

this process is known as profile-based crawling. 

    For these websites, a query suggestion system is suggested in this study. In order to extend the crawling subject and 

provide a consistent set of tags for a specific topic for effective crawling, this system initially employed co-tagging. It then 

used the uploader's profile for crawling. Finally, it suggests similar searches to the consumers. 

    For example, in flickr, each uploaded photo is tagged with different data. We use this information for our query recom-

mendation purpose. Firstly, we have to make topic discovery for the corresponding topic. Suppose you search for flowers 

then it should include white, yellow, lily, etc this is known as co-tagging. To achieve this goal, we have to do page classifica-

tion. Now focused crawling is done on this co-tagged data. The results of this focused crawling may have some irrelevant re-

sults. To remove such irrelevant results, an uploader’s profile is used to estimate whether corresponding link belongs to tar-

geted topic or not and this type of crawling is called profile based focused crawling. DOM based page classification is used to 

classify the different list pages, detail pages and profile pages in both cases automatic co-tagging as well as profile based fo-

cused crawling. After returning the results to the user for targeted query, this system recommends queries to the users. 

These queries are recommended on the basis of the similarities in co-tagged data corresponding to each query and resulting 

URLs corresponding to each query. This query recommendation helps the users in searching. 

    Query recommendation helps the user in searching. Query recommender recommends the queries related to his inter-

est. Suppose you are searching for lotus then on the basis of similarity between co-tagging data of this query and recently 

fired queries it finds out the similarity between queries and recommend the user such related queries like flower, lily, etc. 

    This work provides a novel query recommendation system for social media platforms. The proposed approach uses col-

laborative and content-based filtering. The complete framework contains a page classifier to classify the pages as per the 

content. Focused crawler is used to crawl the pages as per the focus area. Topic discovery system suggests topics. Similarity 

analyzer determines the similarity of the page content and focus topic. The favored query finder constructs the queries which 

are finally recommended by the recommendation system. 

Section 2 encompasses extensive literature review. The subsections cover tagging and mining of social media, page clas-

sification and filtering techniques. The proposed framework is discussed in section 3. Section 4 exhibits implementation of 

proposed framework and its performance. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Literature Review  

2.1. Tagging and folksonomies in social media 

Websites that share content on social media are abundant in context-specific content. Tags and folksonomies are linked to 

context type information. These folksonomies are the descriptive words or free-form tags that are often linked to a particular 

resource, such as a document, video, or universal resource locator.  Metadata of this kind is often used in social networks. 

Users may easily arrange information on social bookmarking sites like Delicious2 and photo sharing sites like flickr, which 

save this information in bulk. Users on social networks can distribute this information. For instance, social media sharing ser-

vices like flickr enable users to interact socially with their peers in addition to sharing material on networks.  

    Heymann et al. [28] talk on the numerous uses of social bookmarking in Web search and how successful tagging is. So-

cial media tagging and bookmarking have shown to be an expanding trend. 

    Given that Delicious has a far smaller index of URLs than the whole internet, it may be determined that these significant 
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websites can be included in these systems. User-generated tag phenomena have been examined, and the usefulness of tag-

ging has been assessed, by Brooks and Montanez [26].  The study also shows that the efficacy of tagging on these book-

marking sites is actually declining as more people join them and annotate more items with free-form tags. 

    The easiest approach to collectively organize and exchange information is by tagging, which is also the most effective 

method of information organization. A steady consensus develops despite stark variations in the reasons for labeling and in 

how tags are used [27]. One example of the use of tags is on social media sharing website like flickr is in extracting images. In 

this site, images are extracted on the basis of the tags. When a user searches for animals, only the images tags as animal will 

be retrieved. Also, an image can have multiple tagged data. For example, an image can be tagged with flower, flowers, lotus, 

red, etc. in this way tags have very important place in social media. 

2.2. Mining techniques for social media  

Because these sites include large amounts of multimedia data, it is essential to properly mine them in order to extract only 

pertinent data. Mining cannot be done using a structure as a criterion since every media asset has a different structure [23]. 

For instance, pattern recognition from a vast image collection is a need in image mining. These websites' content and con-

textual information can be mined for important information [21] [23]. 

    In the case of picture retrieval, content information is connected to the visual and semantic qualities. Color, texture, 

form, and spatial information in the photos are examples of visual content [21]. One can characterize these visual character-

istics locally or globally. While local visual characteristics are established for certain areas of the picture, global visual features 

are defined for the whole image. Either textual annotation or intricate inference processes based on visual components are 

used to provide semantic content [23]. 

    Multimedia items and context objects can be linked to obtain context link information [1][21][24]. These context items 

are those that users have either directly or indirectly contributed. These context objects are the tagged data that are associ-

ated with each photograph on flickr, which might include title or caption data. Every photograph on flickr is properly anno-

tated with metadata, either by the original uploader or by a user approved by the original uploader. Additional instances of 

tags include labeling URLs on Delicious, using the Hash tag on Twitter, annotating images on Facebook and Orkut, and label-

ing news and reviews on several platforms. We will talk about a few of these systems in the next section. 

2.3. Structure of Social Media Sharing Websites  

All the social media sharing websites like flickr, YouTube are generally similar in their structure. There are generally three 

types of pages: 

2.3.1. List page: A list page is the page having a number of images or videos. A simple example of list page is the page on 

flickr which you get when you search anything on flickr. For example, when you search for animals, you get a list of images 

with their uploader’s name or small description. Crawling starts from this page therefore lst page is also called crawling hub 

page. A list page has many outlinks to detail pages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of a List page on flickr 
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2.3.2. Detail page: A detail page generally has a large image or video with a detailed explanation about that image like up-

loader name, comments and tagged data. This detail page is the crawling target page. Crawling starts from the list page and 

ends with detail page. Detail page has set of keywords for which that image is tagged. This information is used for focused 

crawling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Example of a detail page on flickr 

 

3) Profile Page: Profile page has the information about the uploaders. It has various sections like sets, favorites, photo 

streams, etc. and uploader’s friends and this information is used to make focused crawling efficient. These pages have two 

types of information. This information can be divided into two properties: inner properties and inter properties. Inner prop-

erties define the uploader’s own interest such as uploader’s set, photo stream, favorites. Inter properties is related to up-

loader’s friends and their interest. This information is used to make focused crawling efficient. 

                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Dom Tree representation 

2.4. Page Classification  

To perform the crawling on these sites, these different pages on these sites need to be classified. To classify these pages, we 

use DOM path string based strategy. 

How to create path strings from node tree: Concatenating strings from a node's immediate parent to the tree's root is 

  <html> 

<head> 

    <body> 

<title> 

<unix study > 

study> 

<h1> 
      <table> 

        <chapter 1 

> 

   <tr class=” type”> 

<td>    <td> 

<mac>      <zenix> 
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known as the path string for that node. In addition, this string contains node properties. Property value and property name 

are concatenated using the characters "-" and "/".     

    Path strings for comparable sorts of pages are similar. There will be some common route strings across all list pages. In a 

similar vein, certain route strings will be shared by all detail pages. Since list pages contain a list of photographs together with 

the uploader's name, path strings pertaining to the uploader's name will be present on every list page. Path strings pertaining 

to tags will be shown on every detail page. Similar path strings are seen on profile pages for sets, favorites, etc. in this way, 

on the sites like flickr only one path string is enough to find the type of the pages. 

    There are also schema path strings. These path strings are not needed to classify different types of pages. These path 

strings are found in approximately all the pages. Some examples of these path strings are “Copyright”, “Terms of Use”. We 

can remove these path strings for proper classification. 

2.5. Co-tagging Topic Discovery   

The focused crawler must be fed the necessary crawler subject in order for it to begin crawling [1]. This crawling subject is 

too limited to meet all the standards if we consider it to be just one tag. Suppose we give the crawling topic as bird if we feed 

the crawler with this topic bird then it will return the images I which bird will be tagged. Suppose there is an image which is 

tagged as parrot then it should also return this image as output since the user who is searching for birds of course wants the 

images for parrots also. As a result, this crawling system should incorporate itself, as well as parrots, swans, crows, bats, etc., 

and crawl in accordance with each of these tags. In order to enable this one, we must use the tags connected to each image 

to expand the crawling subject to a certain point. Let's say we begin with the first issue, the bird. Links to the appropriate urls 

will be provided by the focused crawler. The picture that corresponds to these URLs will now additionally have additional 

tags applied to it. For example, an image of a swan may include tags for both swan and bird. Based on a vote method, we 

now choose whether or not to include these tags in our crawling subjects. We consider one vote for T1 if a picture has both 

our subject tag (t) and one tag T1. This tag T1 is also included in the crawling subject with T if we receive votes for it overall in 

all photos that are more than a certain threshold value. The focused crawler will then once more apply to this new crawling 

topic. 

2.6. Profile Based Focused Crawling    

Following the identification of co-tagging subjects, a targeted crawler searches the web for results related to newly discov-

ered crawling topics. Sometimes a general-focused crawler will produce irrelevant results. For instance, a bus may be marked 

as plants on flickr even if it is exclusively used to deliver plants. Therefore, these kinds of links need to receive a lower ranking 

if a visitor searches for plants. An uploader might even designate his daughter as a flower in this way. The uploader's profile 

may be utilized to extract just pertinent data pages, increasing efficiency. We examine the profile page of the person who 

uploaded the image for every detailed page that was pulled out by a focused crawler. Whether or not the rank of the related 

detail link exceeds a threshold value depends on the uploader's profile. To ascertain the uploader's interest, we go through 

their likes and photosteam. It is predicted that an uploader would share the most bird-related photographs if he has the most 

bird-related images in his favorites and photostream and if he has friends who are equally interested in this topic. By doing 

this, we may determine the rank based on the uploader profile and disregard links with a rank below a certain threshold. The 

inner profile and the inter profile are the two components that make up an uploader's profile. 

Ranking from inner profile: The inner profile is used to find the uploader’s interest. The inner profile comes from media up-

loaded by that uploader and identifies the type of uploader. A nature lover will upload maximum photos related to nature 

and animal lover will upload maximum photos related to animals like cat, dog, camel, etc. inner profile rank can be calculated 
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by similarity between topic tags and terms in profile. 

Ranking from inter profile: Inter profile is related to uploader’s friend’s profile. In social media sharing websites, an uploader 

fan of a particular topic tends to be socialized with uploader’s fan of similar topic. The inner profile of an uploader can be 

calculated with the accumulation of inner profile of his friends. 

Combining inner and inter rank: Inner and inter rank are combined to make the crawling more efficient by checking whether 

this profile is useful for topic document. 

2.7. Profile Based Document Specific Crawling    

Uploader’s profile gives a rough idea about uploader’s interest bit sometimes we want recent data or data of particular au-

thor. In these cases, metadata like date, author and topics can be taken as criteria. These metadata can be divided into two 

types: 

a) Descriptive metadata: these include date, size, title, type, etc. 

b) Semantic metadata: these include topic, organization, title, etc. 

2.8. Recommender System    

When there was no recommendation system, people tended to ask their friends or expert for guidance. Today online rec-

ommendation systems provide technological methods for social recommendation process [30] where these systems are used 

to find whether a user will like a particular item or not and to identify top N items of user’s interest. 

    Recommender systems [29] are used in various applications like web stores, online communities and music players. To-

day recommender systems are mainly associated with e-commerce sites where these systems are used to provide sugges-

tions to customers about products and help them to buy products. 

    Recommender systems technology has  been applied in  a number of domains, such as online stores (Linden et al., 

2003), movies (Herlocker et al., 1999), music (Celma, 2008), Web pages (Joachims et al., 1997), e-mail (Goldberg et al., 1992), 

books (Mooney and Roy, 2000), news articles (Das et al., 2007), scientific articles (Budzik and Hammond, 1999), and even 

jokes (Goldberg et al., 2001). There are mainly three approaches for recommendations [41]. They are content based filtering 

and collaborative filtering and hybrid approach. 

2.8.1. Content based filtering     

Items are chosen in content-based filtering based on the relationship between the user's priorities and the content. A sug-

gested music recommendation has one such architectural [22]. Content Based Music Recommender: [22] presented a proto-

type for Myusic, which uses social media to recommend music to consumers. This technique uses social networking sites like 

Facebook to determine the consumers' preferred music. The Myusic system uses data filtered from user searches on web-

sites like Amazon to identify user preferences and make tailored recommendations based on the user's interests. The four 

components that make up this platform are the crawler, extractor, profiler, and recommender. The list of accessible artists is 

found using a crawler and is then locally saved on a medium so that it may be utilized for recommendations in the future. 

The extractor retrieves the user's preferred artist. In order to do this, it establishes a connection with Facebook and deter-

mines the user's favorites by utilizing their music preferences from their profile, posts, and likes. Currently, the list of the us-

er's favorite artists is created using this information. To make recommendations easier to utilize, this information is also 

added to the user's personal profile.  

    Profiler creates the user’s profile. Whether or if users like an artist's profile or submit a song about them, that artist's 

weight is determined. Consider that if a user likes a post about that artist made by one of his friends, we can offer a score of 
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2 out of 5 and if a user posts a music connected to that artist, we can provide a score of 3 out of 5.A person can provide a 

score of four to the artist's Facebook profile. Additionally, a user may receive a score of five out of five if they like an artist's 

Facebook page and share a link to them. Based on this profile, recommendations can then be made. Using vector representa-

tions of the artist and user that are similarity measured, Recommender generates a prioritized list of artists. 

2.8.2. Collaborative filtering      

In collaborative filtering system items are chosen on the basis of correlation between people with similar preferences. 

    The targeted client receives recommendations from the system for goods or individuals that have been rated positively 

by other users whose ratings are comparable to the targeted user's [37][38]. This user's profile is used for recommendations, 

and in order to create it, the user has to log into the system. A user's profile can be shown as a vector of products with rat-

ings next to each item. As the user ranks the goods, the vector is continuously updated [39]. The rating may be on a broad 

scale, or it may have a Boolean value based on the user's likes and dislikes of the product. 

    This process of collaborative recommendation consists of mainly two phases:  

➢ Firstly, it searches for the users similar to target user for which recommendation is made. In the traditional collabo-

rative filtering systems similarity between different users is estimated on the basis of user’s personal ratings 

[39][40]. In this rating assigned by the targeted user is compared with the rating provided by other users to similar 

items and the users with similar ratings are find out. There are also other ways to find out similarities. 

➢ In this phase the items which were highly graded by the users identified in first phase are recommended. One simple 

method of recommendation is to recommend items with higher ratings, or the items bought frequently. 

Advantages  

➢ This method of recommendation is very effective although it is the oldest method. 

➢ In this method it is not needed to represent the object in the easily readable form by computer [39]. 

Disadvantages  

➢ The problem is related with new users and products not rated yet [40] 

 Many people need to rate the product before the system is effective [38]  

➢ Data sparseness problem which occurs when there are so many items to rate, the set of items changes frequently, 

and the number of customers is very small [38][40]. It creates a problem in finding users similar to targeted users. 

➢ There may be Difficulty in spotting the unpredictable users with rare preferences and having unusual opinions about 

the products. 

➢ In traditional systems, as the number of users and the items is increased, the amount of work to be done also in-

creased. Computation is done offline because it is very complex process. 

2.8.3. Hybrid approach       

Many recommender systems combine collaborative and content-based methods into one method known as the hybrid ap-

proach. By using this method, the constraints of collaborative filtering and content filtering are eliminated.  

 

Approaches to build a hybrid approach. 

 

Combining separate recommender systems: This method applies collaborative and content-based approaches independent-

ly, then combines their predictions [42]. This can be achieved by choosing the best individual recommender system after 

evaluating the quality of both systems, and by integrating the ratings from each recommender system into a final recom-
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mendation system. 

Adding some content-based characteristics or techniques to the collaborative approach: This approach results in the addi-

tion of some content-based techniques in collaborative approach. In this case, similarity between two users is estimated with 

content based profiles and items which are not commonly rated.[43] explains that with this approach sparsity  related 

problems of a proper collaborative approach is overcome. 

Adding some collaborative characteristics or techniques to the content-based approach: This approach results in the addi-

tion of some collaborative based techniques in content-based approach. Easiest method is to make a collaborative view of a 

set of user profiles.  

    [42] provides the differences between various methods of recommendation: collaborative method, content-based 

method, demographic, utility based and knowledge-based techniques. 

2.9. Recommendation in Social Network       

In this section the functional requirements of a recommendation system for social networks are discussed. The recommen-

dation process providing the suggestions to targeted user x, should have the following elements: 

• These systems should be able to monitor the user’s behavior on social networks.  

• Data gathering and Data preparation 

• Should be able to calculate the ranking list for member x and this list should be recalculated frequently. 

• Finding k–nearest neighbors for user x  

• Providing recommendation to user x 

• Weight based on the user’s feedback should be recalculated periodically. 

    These are the identical actions for every member of the community. It takes longer for some of these processes than for 

others. This indicates that, as figure 4 illustrates, the amount of time required to complete a given work might be split across 

online and offline activities. 

    As shown in the figure, monitoring behavior of users and the delivery of recommendation should be done online. All 

other tasks are done offline due to their calculation complexity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Elements of recommendation process 

Elements of recommendation process 

Online elements Offline elements 

Monitoring user’s     

behavior 

Recommendation de-

livery 

Data preparation 

Ranking list calculation 

Finding K nearest neigh-

bours 

Recalculation of weights 
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2.10. Query Recommendation in Search Engines       

Search engines help the users in finding data of their interest. They must have a mechanism through which they can find the 

user’s interest with respect to fired queries and can optimize the results according to user’s interest. For this purpose, we 

need to track the user’s activities on search engines. This goal can be achieved with the help of query logs maintained by the 

search engines. These query logs analyze how a search engine is used and what are user’s interests. Use web log mining to 

improve search engine’s performance by utilizing the mined information. 

Components mainly used in query recommender system are: 

2.10.1. Query Logs        

Query Logs record user activities on search results and therefore are information repositories. The performance of search 

engines is improved by mining these logs.  Query logs generally have information including user’s queries, Clicked URL cor-

responding to a particular query and information related to browsing activities. 

    The typical query logs in literature [5] of search engines include User IDs, Query issued by user, URL clicked by the user, 

Rank of the URL clicked by user and the time at which that query was submitted. 

 

Mining Query Log on Click Graph: Applications for mining query logs include query to query similarity, query clustering, que-

ry recommendation, and more. 

    The two most crucial responsibilities for comparing various mining models are as follows:  

(a) Basic query-to-query similarity analysis is one job. This may be used to gauge how well query representation models per-

form. 

(b) The popular query recommendation job employs a graph-based random walk model to identify semantically similar in-

quiries for a given query. 

2.10.2. Query similarity analyzer         

Query Similarity Based on Keywords: If two queries have same or similar keywords, it denotes that both need same or simi-

lar information. The content similarity is measured on the basis of the number of common keywords in both queries to the 

union of keywords in both queries. The queries having a higher ratio is highly similar. 

Query similarity based on user feedback: If two queries result in the same or similar documents, then those queries are con-

sidered to be similar. In this bipartite graph is used to measure similarity. Here similarity analyzer first creates a bipartite 

graph with one set of vertices representing the queries and the other representing the documents. 

    In this bipartite graph, a query vertex is joined with document vertex if document is clicked or accessed by a user corre-

sponding to that query. Similarity value between two queries p and q sharing common document d is ratio of the total num-

ber of distinct clicks on common document d with respect to both queries p and q and the total number of distinct clicks on 

all the documents accessed for both queries p and q. 

Combined similarity measure: With the help of similarity based on keywords, queries with similar composition can be 

grouped together. With the help of similarity based on user feedback, we can find similarity based on the user’s judgments. 

The combined similarity between both queries T1 and T2 can be estimated as follows: 

 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑(𝑇1, 𝑇2) = 𝛼. 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠(𝑇1, 𝑇2) + (1 − 𝛼). 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑠(𝑇1, 𝑇2) (1) 

   where 0≤ α≤1 and α is a constant. The determination of α's value might be based on the analysis and weight assigned to 

each element. We have chosen α to be 0.7 in our study as we are placing greater importance on labeling data. There is a 

greater likelihood of comparable searches if the query themes are more similar. 
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3. Proposed Work        

This architecture has mainly two storage systems query logs and query clustering database and the following functional 

components: 

• Page classifier 

• Focused crawler 

• Topic discovery system 

• Profile based crawler 

• Similarity Analyzer 

• Favored query finder 

• Query Recommender 

The proposed architecture for the query recommendation is shown in figure 5 recommended result. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Query Recommendation Architecture 

 

Different modules of proposed architecture are explained below: 

3.1. Page classifier         

Page classifier is used to classify the list pages, detail pages and profile pages. 
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Figure 6. Page classifier 

 

Page classification is needed because different web pages on these web sites have different structures. For topic discovery 

we need to collect only tags which are present on detail page and for profile-based crawling we need to find out profile pag-

es. Page classifier uses DOM path string for page classification. Web pages of similar type have same path strings. A unique 

group of path strings identifies a particular type of web page. All similar types of web pages has some common path strings. 

We use the same property for page classification. It is analyzed that only one path string is enough to classify a particular web 

page on photo sharing web site flickr. Every list page has a route String that corresponds to the name of the uploader. Path 

strings on detail pages match to tags. Similar to this, every profile page has a path string for each favorite. The algorithm for 

classifying pages is illustrated in Diagram 3.2. 

3.2. Focused crawler          

Focused crawler is the crawler retrieving the pages only related to a particular topic. When a user searches for flowers on 

flickr then it should return link only related to flowers. Each image on these sites has some tagged data and that data is used 

for this purpose. Images which are tagged as flowers are returned. 

 

Problem with focused crawler: As discussed above, the results are returned on the basis of the tagged data. Tags are the 

metadata present with each image and provided either by the uploader of that image or an authorized user. Now an upload-

er can upload his daughter’s photo tagged as flower. When a user searches for flowers, he or she gets this daughter’s image 

also. Since this image is irrelevant, it should be given lower rank. To solve this problem, we use the uploader’s profile to es-

timate whether the image uploaded by the corresponding uploader is of targeted field or not. 

3.3. Co-tagging Topic Discovery           

Need of topic discovery  

    Topic discovery is very important in this system. Suppose a user wants to search for animals. We can’t feed the crawler 

with such narrow topic only animals. If we do so, then it retrieves the images having animals as its tagged data. If an image 

does not have animals as its tagged data but cat, then also it will not return that image. But a user wants these results also. 

So these systems should be able to extend this crawling topic. These systems should give a method which will automatically 

extend this animal crawler topic to animals, animals, cat, dog, tiger, etc. 

 

Steps in topic discovery process 

Step 1: feed the crawler with targeted crawler topic. 

Step 2: Now the focused crawler returns the links to related detail pages. 

Step 3: each detail page has images with the tagged data. Now all the detail pages are analyzed for finding the co-tagged da-
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ta. This co-tagged data is found on the basis of voting scheme discussed below. 

Step 4: finally tags t1, t2,………., tn representing crawler tags are returned and crawling is done for all these topics. 

 

Voting scheme for co-tagging: We determine the crawler subject by a voting-like processing technique. Votes are tallied for 

tag T1, say, using all of the detail pages. When subject tag T and T1 appear in a photo at the same time, one vote for T1 is 

taken into account. Only when the total number of such votes for tag T1 exceeds a certain threshold value is this tag T1 in-

cluded in the crawling subject tags. In order to do this, we multiply the total number of images tagged by T and T1 by the 

ratio of images co-tagged by both tags T and T1. T1 is added to the crawling topic tags if the ratio value exceeds the prede-

termined threshold value; else, it is not. All of the crawling subject tags are located in this manner. 

3.4. Profile Based Focused Crawler           

This module returns the results corresponding to the user’s query. Results returned by this module are the detail pages links 

corresponding to user’s query. In this crawler the result of co-tagging topic discovery is fed as the crawling topic tags. Fo-

cused crawler retrieves the results corresponding to topic tags. But all of these links are not relevant as discussed in the limi-

tation of the focused crawler. To refine these results, we use the uploader’s profile. Uploader’s profile has two types of 

properties one is inner property and other is inter property. Each link is given rank according to these properties. 

 

Ranking according to inner profile: Inner profile comes from uploader’s own photostreams, sets and favorites. From an up-

loader’s profile we can estimate the type of image an uploader generally uploads. An animal lover will generally upload im-

ages related to animals. To find the uploader’s interest we search his profile. If crawling topic terms frequently occurs in up-

loader’s profile say photo stream, sets and favorites then it is estimated that the uploader is interested in required field and 

links related to that uploader are given higher ranks. 

 

Ranking from the inter profile: Inner profile only provides the uploader’s individual properties. These sites also allow users to 

socialize with friends. We can use uploader’s social contacts to find the inter properties. Generally, it is found that an animal 

lover will be friends with other animal lovers on these sites. To find the inter profile of an uploader, we check the inner pro-

file of uploader’s contact and finally accumulate all these to find uploader’s inter profile. 

    Finally, the rank is provided to a link using these both properties and the links having higher links are displayed first. 

3.5. Query Logs            

We must identify other fired queries that are comparable in order to suggest questions. To do this, we must keep all requests 

in one specific spot. We create query logs in order to accomplish this goal. Four key components are stored in query logs in 

relation to a query. The following four items are listed: 

• IP address firing the query  

• Fired query 

• Co-tagged topic discovery related to that subject 

• Resulting URLs matching to that query 

    Every query that is fired, together with its crawling subject phrases, IP address that fired it, and the resultant URLs that 

relate to that specific query, are stored in these query logs. This data is utilized to make additional recommendations. 
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3.6. Query similarity analyzer             

The two guiding ideas of this similarity analyzer are the number of matched URLs in the final crawled URLs and similarity 
based on expanded crawling subject phrases. Query similarity analyzer links co-tagged data and resultant URLs to determine 
similarity by analyzing query logs. 
 
Similarity based on extended crawler topic  
    In this instance, crawling topic phrases are used to determine similarities between the different requests. Two searches 
after co-tagging indicate the same or comparable type of information if they contain the same or similar tags to be crawled. 
The co-tagging topic keywords of queries lotus and flower, for instance, are comparable. The following formula may be used 
to determine how similar these two questions, or themes, T1 and T2, are to one another.  

 
 

(2) 

     
 where tags (T1, T2) are the sets of common tags in the expanded topics of both queries, and tags (T1) and tags (T2) are 
the sets of tags in the extended crawled topic corresponding to T1 and T2, respectively.     
 
Similarity based on the URLs retrieved  
    Any query's output is a list of ranked URLs, as was covered in profile-based focused crawling.The queries that yield a list 
of same or similar URLs are identical or comparable. Here, we apply the same idea to determine the questions' commonali-
ties. By utilizing the provided formula to detect the similarities between the obtained URLs, one may determine the similari-
ties between these searches. 

 

 

(3) 

    where urls (T1, T2) is the set of common urls in the resulted urls list corresponding to both queries, and urls (T1) and urls 
(T2) are the sets of resulted urls belonging to T1 and T2, respectively. 
 
Combined similarity measurement 
    Both similarity based on the expanded crawling topic and similarity based on the urls obtained are used to assess the 
combined similarity between the searches. It is easy to determine the combined similarity value by applying these two simi-
larities in a linear fashion. 

 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑(𝑇1, 𝑇2) = 𝛼. 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠(𝑇1, 𝑇2) + (1 − 𝛼). 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑠(𝑇1, 𝑇2) (4) 

 

    where 0≤ α≤1 and α is a constant. Based on an examination and consideration of each factor's relevance, the value of α 

may be determined. We have chosen α to be 0.7 in our study because we place greater importance on tagging data. There is 

a greater likelihood of comparable searches if the query themes are more similar. 

3.7. Query Clustering Tool              

Using this tool, related searches are grouped according to similarity values. Two queries are deemed comparable and placed 

in the same cluster if their similarity values are above a certain threshold. At first, no query is thought to belong to a cluster. 

Every question is compared to every other query, whether it is categorized or not. Until every query is assigned to a cluster, 

this procedure is repeated.  

 

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠(𝑇1, 𝑇2) =
 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠(𝑇1, 𝑇2) 

 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠(𝑇1)  ∪  𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠(𝑇2) 
 

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑠(𝑇1, 𝑇2) =
|𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑠(𝑇1, 𝑇2)|

|𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑠(𝑇1)  ∪  𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑠(𝑇2)|
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Clustering algorithm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For clustering, we employ an incremental clustering technique. The incremental approach is used because query logs are 

dynamic and constantly evolving as more and more people submit searches. 

3.8. Favored Query finder               

The next stage after query clustering is to identify the preferred queries for every cluster. The majority of users' searches are 
often the ones that are marked as favorites. IP addresses that are used to fire queries can be used to identify preferred que-
ries. Here, we will use the following equation to get the query weight in a certain cluster. 

 

 

(5) 

 

𝑤𝑡𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦  =  
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑝 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑝 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 
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A query is considered preferred if its weight exceeds a certain threshold. Once more, <Cluster Id, favored query> pairs are 
used to store this result in the cluster database. 

3.9. Query recommender                

This suggests questions to users based on their intended inquiry. The suggested queries are preferred queries that are part of 
the same cluster and are comparable to the query that the user entered. With the aid of these suggested inquiries, custom-
ers may enhance their search and get assistance with it. 

4. Results and Analysis 

4.1. Results  

Our methods for query suggestion provide us with rather decent outcomes. We have examined the outcomes for several 
searches in our experiment. Even though there is much room for improvement, our suggested architecture accomplishes a 
lot. Results for the three main components of our architecture will be displayed here: 
    Finding topics to tag 
    Profile-driven, targeted crawling  
    Question suggestion 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Results for co-tagging 

 

The topic flower's co-tagging result is shown in Fig. 7. The topic categories for flowers, such as flower, flowers, canon, yellow, 

fluers, macro, blumen, nature, and nature best, come from our architecture. 
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Figure 8. Result after profile based focused crawling 

     

  The outcome of profile-based targeted crawling for the topic flower is shown in Fig. 9. This crawling is connected to the 
co-tagging subject tags in addition to the crawling topic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. results for the Query Recommendation 
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    The outcomes of the crawling topic floral inquiry recommendation are displayed in Figure 10. The user may also look for 
similar searches like flower, lotus, jasmine, nature, and garden, as this result demonstrates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. results of co-tagging for bird                   Figure 11. results of profile based focused crawling for bird 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Results of Query Recommendation 

Fig 10 shows the result for co-tagging for topic query bird. After co-tagging topic tag birds extends to topic tags as bird, birds, 

zoo, white, black, bat, parrot, cock, and duck. Fig. 11 shows the result for profile based focused crawling for topic tag bird. As 

discussed in the case of flowers, this result is for tags after co-tagging. Fig. 12 shows the result for recommendation for query 

bird. In this, it recommends the queries birds, Zoo, parrot. Now users can also search for these related queries. 

4.2. Analysis of Results   

For some questions, our suggested architecture provides correct responses. The findings for the bird and flowers in the pre-

ceding figures are good, however the co-tagging results for the search for NYC are displayed in the figure. 
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Figure 13. co-tagging results for nyc 

    The result indicates that nyc causes the topic tags to be tagged as nyc, new york, city, park, winter, USA. We may claim 
that our architecture has to be improved because these tags don't make sense. 

5. Conclusion and Future Scope 

5.1. Conclusion  

When it comes to providing query recommendations for various questions, this query recommendation system for social 
media sharing platforms outperforms its competitors. During crawling, this technology gives consumers access to more rele-
vant media assets and suggests related and highly desired inquiries to them. Only favorite queries are recommended since 
they belong to the same cluster as the targeted query and are often fired by users. The user finds this tip useful in their 
search. 
 
The important points concluded from this thesis are: 

• Co-tagging topic discovery automatically extends the crawling topic which provides the results highly closer to user’s 
interest. 

• Uploader’s profile is very efficient way to rank the crawling’s results. Inner and Inter properties of uploader play an 
important role in ranking. 

• The similarity in co-tagging topic tags and resulting URLs between different queries is an efficient measurement for 
query recommendation. 

From the above discussion, it is clear that this query recommendation system is very efficient providing the users options for 
searching. 
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